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Abou us

 Junior Private Mining Company focused on acquisition

and development of advanced exploration projects and

properties containing past producing assets with

potential for resources expansion and properties with

mining operations which require optimization.

 Mannu Mining team brings up over 60 years of mining 

experience besides 90 years of engineering and

business experience.



Vision

 Adding value to undeveloped or underdeveloped mining 
properties.

 Developing our operations using world-class health and
safety, environmental and social standards.

 Growing to become a publicly junior trated producer in 5 
years.

 Always striving to improve our operational efficiency.



Mission

 Locating, acquiring and developing mining properties in Latin

America in stable jurisdictions with the potential for staged growth

and reserve addition.



Projects

Our projects and properties will meet the following criteria:

 Existing operations with potential for staged growth or efficiency improvement.

 Mines with historical production but which are currently closed or worked only at
an artisanal level.

 Intermediate to advanced stage development properties that show potential and 
need and investment to be taken to the next level of development in the short 
term.

As we are identifying properties that meet these criteria, we are:

 Negotiating operation agreements, joint ventures or option agreements.

 Raising private and public capital to fund development and growth.



Our Team



President & CEO

Jim Bannantine 

A multi-industry CEO/President with success in startup, 
growth, mergers and turnaround situations.

Has served as CEO for Great Panther Silver, Aura Minerals, 
Broadwing Corp. and Enron South America, as well as 
Managing Partner on Atlantic Capital Group.

Strong record in Latin America in operations, finance, 
engineering, technology, sales and marketing in mining, 
telecom, energy and structured finance.

Holds an MBA from the Wharton School of Business and 
degree in Mechanical Engineering from the US Military 
Academy at West Point.

Jim Speaks English, Spanish and Portuguese.



Chief Operating Officer (COO)

Monty Reed 

Over 40 years of success in exploration, engineering, 
mining, maintenance operations, startups and project 
development.

Seasoned General Manager in socially challenging 
jurisdictions.

Experienced Country Manager dealing with all levels of 
government agencies.

Has held mid and senior management roles in USA, 
Venezuela, Chile, Suriname, Italy, Mexico , Honduras, 
Colombia and Brazil.

Holds a degree in geology from the University of 
Colorado

Monty Speaks English, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese



Vice President, 

Business Development

Vinícius Furquim

Brazilian entrepreneur and successful dealing maker.

Vantage Diamonds CEO, a company he acquired in 2015.

The acquisition and development of diamond operations 
required difficult deals with landowners, local residents 
and artisanal miners.

In 2019 he led the process of acquiring royalties from 
NEXA Resources Polymetallic Project in Aripauanã.

Also owns port facilities which support strategic partners 
in a growing frontier market of agriculture fertilizers and 
limestone products in Para State.



Sustainnability

Mannu Mining is committed to principles and pratices of:

 Health and safety from people affected by its operations

 Sustainable development

 Environment protection

 And broad corporate & social responsibility
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